ON CURVATURE IN FINSLER GEOMETRY
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Introduction.
H. Busemann in [2] generalizes to Finsler geometry most of
those global theorems in Riemannian geometry which relate the nonpositive
curvature properties of the Riemannian
metric to the topological properties
of the manifold. This is carried out by means of his synthetic or axiomatic
approach. We have approached the problem of generalizing theorems concerning positive as well as nonpositive
curvature
from the point of view of the
theory of connections.
We take as our starting point the connection
for a
Finsler manifold as calculated by Cartan in [3]. Using as a guide those
theorems in Riemannian
geometry which relate the position of conjugate
points on a geodesic to the sectional curvature along the geodesic, we have
given an analytic definition of sectional curvature which we believe is natural
and which further permits us to generalize such theorems as: Myers' Theorem
[5], which states that any complete Riemann manifold with positive mean
curvature is compact; Synge's Theorem [8], which states that if an orientable
even dimensional Riemann manifold is complete and has positive sectional
curvature then it is simply connected; and that if M is a simply connected,
complete Riemann manifold that has nonpositive curvature, then it is homeomorphic to the Euclidean space of the same dimension.
We shall assume in presenting the details of this paper that the reader is
familiar with E. Cartan's
book [3] and with S. S. Chern's paper [4]. We wish
to express our appreciation
to Professor Chern without whose guidance and
encouragement
this work would not have been possible.

1. On the reduction of the group. Let V be an n dimensional vector space
and let D be the « —1 dimensional space of directions in V. D may be defined
as the equivalence classes of V, with the origin deleted, under the following
equivalence relation: vx, v2dV will be said to be equivalent if there exists a
constant k, greater than zero, such that vx= kvt. It is clear that D may be
considered topologically
as an « —1 dimensional sphere. Now let M be a

differentiable manifold. Let T be the tangent bundle to M and let 5 be the
associated sphere bundle. Further, let p:S^>M be the projection map. Then
to each point mdM we may associate V(m) and D(m) as the fiber over the
point m in the bundles T and 5 respectively. We shall denote an element of
S by (m, d) and an element of T by (m, v). We then have the well defined
concept of the vector v lying in the direction d at m, provided v is not the
zero vector.
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Assume now that the manifold M has a Finsler metric defined on it. Then
to each point (m, d) of S, we may associate a right-handed
frame of vectors
from V(m). Let (m, d; eu ■ ■ ■ , e„) denote such an object. Let P' be the set of
all such objects, where (m, d) is any element of 5 and ci, • • • , c» is any orthonormal frame at (m, d). Then P' is a bundle over S with fiber and group the
n dimensional orthogonal group. To show that this is the case, let U be any
coordinate
neighborhood
of M with
coordinates
X\, • • • , x„. Let
Xi=d/dxi,
• • ■ , Xn=d/dxn
be the natural base for V(m), mCU,
induced
by the coordinates Xi, • • • , xn. Then we may apply the Gram-Schmidt
orthogonalization
to Xi, • • • , Xn. This will give a unique orthonormal
frame of
vectors in V(m), ei, ■ • • , en, for each point (m, d)Cp~l(U).
We shall call
Ci, • • • , en the associated orthonormal
frame of vectors to xi, • • • , x„ at
(m, d). Let/i, ■•-,/„
be any other orthonormal
frame at (m, d), then we
associate with fi, • • • , fn the element of 0(n) which takes t\, • • • , en into
/i, • ■ • , /„. This clearly gives P' locally the structure of a product space.
To define the full bundle structure we must define the coordinate functions. Let Ui be an indexed family of coverings of M by coordinate neighborhoods with indexing set J. Then p~1(Ui) = Ui is an indexed family of coverings of S with indexing set J. We wish to define a collection of mappings

(1.1)

gij-HiC\Uj-*0(n)

such that

(i ■2)

gki(x)gn(x) = gUx) in Tii r\ Vj r\ uk.

Let mCUiC\Uj
and Ui have coordinates
Xi, • ■ • , xn and associated righthanded frame e\, • • • , e„ at (m, d) C Ui. Let Uj have coordinates yi, • • ■ ,yn
and let/!, •••,/„
be the associated right-handed
frame at (m, d)CUj. Then
since faC V(m), a, 5 = 1, • • • , n, we have/a=
zZa«»efi< where (aafi)CO(n).

Let ga(m, d) = (aap). Clearly (1.2) holds. Then P' may be defined as follows:
Let / have the discrete

topology

and form

5 X 0(n) X /.
Define (s, g, i) as equivalent

to (s', g', j) if

(1-3)

s = s'gij(g) = g>.

P' is then the equivalence classes of SXO(n)
relation. Hence we have proven

XJ under the above equivalence

Theorem
1.1. Let M be a Finsler manifold, then there exists a principal
bundle P' over S with fiber and group 0(n). Further, we may choose p~l(U,) =!/,•
as coordinate neighborhoods of this bundle structure.
The converse to Theorem 1.1 is also true; i.e., if over S we can construct
a principal bundle P' as above then M may be given a Finsler metric by a
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process analogous to that one which is fully discussed in [7, paragraph
12] for
Riemann metrics. We propose to show that the bundle P' can always be
constructed
over S.
Now we may define the action of the general linear group G.L. (n, R) on
D by considering D as equivalence classes of F— [0J. Let 8(n) be the group
of matrices of the form

(Q ox

Vo q)'
where QdO(n) and where O is the (n, n) zero matrix. Clearly 6(n) is isomorphic to 0(n) and 9(n) may be considered as a subgroup of G.L. (2n, R).
Lemma 1.1. Let M be a differentiable manifold, T its tangent bundle, and let
T' be the tangent bundle to the differ entiable manifold T. Then the structure
group, G, of T' over T may be reduced to d(n).
It can be shown that

G has matrix

representation

,A

*

\0

A)

where ^4GG.L. (n, R) and B is any (n, n) matrix over the real field. Then
G/d(n) is homeomorphic
to the topological product of G.L. (n, R)/0(n)
and
the Euclidean space of dimension n2, and Steenrod proves in [7, p. 57] that
G.L. (n, R)/0(n)
is solid. Hence, since there exists a cross section in the
associated bundle of T' with fiber G/0(n), the group of the bundle T' can be

reduced to 9(n). (See Corollary 12.6, p. 56 of [7].)
As in Lemma 1.1, let T be the tangent bundle over a differentiable
manifold M. Now consider the associated bundle to T with fiber D. This exists
because we have defined the action of G.L. (n, R), on D. This is exactly the

bundle S.
Since we have in Lemma 1.1 reduced the group of the bundle T' over T
to the group 6(n), and we have a natural
isomorphism
between 6(n) and
0(n), we may construct the associated bundle to T' with fiber and group 0(n).
Call this bundle B. We wish to show that B induces the bundle P' over S.
All we have to show is that the group G can be considered as the structure
group of 5. Now let (u*1, ■ ■ ■ , u*n) and (w1, • • • , un) be two coordinate

neighborhoods

in M. Then
u*i _ u*i'ul)

...,«»),

y*{ = Y du*f/du' y',
are the transformation

equations

(m1, ■ ■ ■ , un; y1, ■ ■ ■ , yn) and

i, j = 1, • • • , n,

for T, where y*i = du*i and yi = dui, because
(u*1,

■ ■ • , u*n, y*1, • • ■ , y*n) are
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ordinate systems for T. Now these equations preserve the equivalence relations of Definition (1.1). Hence we have defined the action of G on S. Now
exactly the same argument as the one given in Lemma 1.1 proves

Lemma 1.2. Over the bundle S we may construct a principal bundle P' with
fiber and group 0(n) and coordinate neighborhoods p~*(U) where U is a coordinate neighborhood on M.
Let Z be the space of equivalence classes of V— {0} under the equivalence
relation: Vi is equivalent
to V2if there exists a constant k such that Vi= kv2.
Then we can carry through the entire discussion as before replacing D by Z.
Now Steenrod has proven that the space Y, consisting of symmetric positive definite matrices, is solid [7, p. 58]. Hence

Theorem
1.2. Every differentiate
metric Finsler metric.

manifold

has a non-Riemannian

sym-

2. Existence of geodesic coordinates. Consider a Finsler space M and a
geodesic segment G, which we shall denote parametrically
as g(t), Q^t^a,
a>0. Assume that g(h) =g(h) if and only if ti=k. Let (go, en; d, • • • , en)
denote a fixed element of P' over go = g(0). Since G is a geodesic we may use
parallel displacement
to define a path in P' covering G. Now consider the
geodesic Ga in the direction ea at go. If we let t denote
let sa denote the arc length on Ga, then the Jacobian
tions

the arc length
of the system

of Gand
of equa-

t = t(xu ■ ■ ■ , x„),
Sa =

Sa\Xl,

' ' ' , Xn),

Ot =

X, ' ' ' , n

1,

where (xi, • ■ • , x„) is any coordinate system at go, equals the determinant
of the components of the vectors d, i —1, ■ ■ • , n, in the (xi, • • • , xn) coordinate system and hence is not zero.
Definition
2.1. The coordinate system

defined above by (sa, t) about g0
is called a geodesic coordinate system.
Let g(/i) and g(fe) be two points on G. Then we may consider G as a metric
space with the distance between g(ti) and g(t2) defined as 112—ti\ . Let p(g(h),
g(k)) he the Finsler distance between these two points. Then, since a geodesic
locally minimizes the distance between two points of M, for each gCG there
exists an open neighborhood
of g, U(g) CG, such that for any two points
gi=g(h) and g2=g(/2) in U(g), p(gi, gi) = \ti-ti\.
If to each g CG we associate
such an open set, we get an open covering of the compact metric space G. Let
e>0 be the Lebesgue number of this covering.
Now for each point gCG, let W(g) be an open set in M such that the

geodesic coordinate svstem defined before has nonvanishing
Jacobian. Let
d>0 be the Lebesgue number of this covering. For gCG, let 0(g) be an open
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equal to the minimum

of e and d.

{(*) = g.l.b. P(g, g'),
where g'dG-O(g).
£ = g.l.b.fle<?£(g).

Clearly

£(g) is a continuous

function

of g. Define

Lemma 2.1. £>0.
Proof. Assume the lemma is false; since G is compact this is equivalent to
the assertion that £(go) =0 for some go- Then there exists a sequence of points
gi = i(ti) such that p(go, g.) converges to zero as i goes to infinity, but t{ must
be such that | ti—t0\ >e. Hence t, cannot converge to t0. Since G is compact we
must have g(t') =g(t) for tj^t'. This contradicts our definition of G.

Note that min (e, d) 2^£.
Theorem 2.1. If we restrict the diameter of 0(g) to be less than £/2, then the
geodesic coordinate system may be defined in U„e a 0(g).

Proof. Assume the theorem is false; i.e., the point m in UO(g) has coordinates (t', s') and (t, s), where (f, s')^(t,
s), s = (si, • ■ • , sn-X), and s' = (s{,
■ • • , jj-i). Then \t —1'\ §i£. By the triangle inequality we have
P(g(t), g(t')) ^ P(g{t), m) + p(m, g(t')).

By hypothesis p(g(t), m) and p(m, g(t')) must each be less than £/2. Therefore p(t, ?)<£.
Hence, by definition of £, \t-t'\
=p(t, t'). Hence \t-t'\
>\t —t'\. This is clearly a contradiction
and the theorem follows.
3. On the bundle P. We have seen that the principal bundle P' may be
considered
as the set of elements of the form (m, d; ex, ■ • ■ , e„), where
ex, ■ • • , e„ is an orthonormal
frame of vectors in V(m) at (m, d). Let P be
the subset of elements of P' with the property that en lies in the direction of d.
We shall denote elements of P by (m; ex, ■ • • , en). Then it is clear that P is a
bundle over 5 with fiber 0(n —1) and group 0(n — 1). Further P is a principal
bundle over M with fiber and group 0(n).
We shall henceforth use the bundle P rather than P' in our discussion.
Professor Chern has calculated the equations of structure for a Finsler
metric [4] and they are given as follows, when all forms are considered over

the bundle P.

(3.1)

duii = Y wi A v>a+ Ti,

(3.2)

dWij = Y W<kA Wkj+ TTij

where
(3.3)

Wij+Wji

= 0,
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PijkaWk AWc,n + —zZ RijklWk A Wl

where summation is over all indices on the right-hand side of (3.4).
Now let UCS be a local cross section over UCM such that the projection
map is a differentiable homeomorphism.
The injection map i: £/—>S induces
a bundle P over U with fiber and group 0(n). Let R be the associated bundle
with the positive definite symmetric matrices as fiber. Then there exists a
natural map V.P-^P. Hence we may pull the forms wt, Wij back to P by means
of the induced mapping I*. Let i*(w)=w.
Now the cross section f:S-+R
induces a cross section /: £/—>E. This cross section clearly defines a Riemann
metric on U. This is called the induced Riemann metric.

Theorem

3.1. The forms Wi define the induced Riemann metric by

ds2 = IZ (wi)2
i-l

and the forms Wij define the ajfine connection associated with the induced Riemann
metric.

The proof of this theorem

df*w = f*dw,

follows from the formula

f*(w A w') = f*w A f*w' and w>/<
+ w,y = 0.

We shall now study more explicitly the definition of this induced Riemann
metric for certain cross sections. Let G be a geodesic in M and let U contain
G. Consider a geodesic coordinate neighborhood
about G, with coordinates
xi, • • • , x„, where i=x„, s„=xa, a = l, • • • ,n— 1. Now the cross section into
P which defines the Finsler metric over G merely picks out n covectors in
V*(m), mCG, i.e., dxi, ■ ■ ■ , dxn. Now U and p(U) may be coordinatized
by
the same coordinates
Xi, • • • , x„ and hence there is a natural isomorphism
between V*(m) and V*(p(m)). Hence the cross section restricted to U also
picks n vectors out of V*(m); i.e., dx\, ■ ■ • , dxn. These are therefore an orthonormal frame at MCG. Hence we have

Theorem

3.2. Wi= Wi along G.

Now it is well known that we may consider our Finsler metric as a local
metric which assigns arc length to certain paths in S; namely, those paths
which can be obtained from paths in the base space by associating with each
point of the curve its tangent direction. This process we shall call lifting. If
C is a curve in M, we shall denote the lifted curve by C.
In light of this discussion, we have the arc length along G in the Finsler
metric and any induced Riemannian cross section containing G is exactly the

same.
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Theorem
3.3. Let U be any cross section containing a lifted geodesic G.
Consider U as a Riemann manifold with its induced Riemann metric. Then G
is a geodesic in U.
Proof. We have along G in 5 that wa = 0, a = l, • • • , n — 1 and wna = 0,
[l]. Hence ii>a= 0, w„«=0 along G in U. Hence G is a geodesic in U.
Let the equations of structure on U be given by

dwi = Y ™iA "Wji,
dWij = Y ™ik A Wkj + Y RijklWk A W;.
Then along G, if we assume
Theorem

3.4.

Rnan8=

are given by equation

w„ is the arc length

YFnanyAnyB+Rnang,

along G, we have
along

(3.4) and An-,B are functions

G, where

depending

Pnany

and

R„anB

on the cross section

U chosen.

Proof. Along G we have
dWij = Y ™ikA "Wkj+ — Y QijaBWanA %» + Y P'jkaWk A WaB

1 „
+ —- Y R'JklWk A W(
where

Qnjap = 0. But

along

G we

have

(wna,

dxn) = 0. Hence

wna = AnaBw8>

along G. Substitution
proves the theorem.
4. Curvature. Let (m, d) dS. Let G be a geodesic in M with tangent directions d at m. Let U be any local cross section in 5 containing
G. By a local
cross section we mean a cross section in the bundle 5 restricted to some open
set in M. Then at (m, d) we may define sectional curvature for any 2-dimensional plane EC V(m) containing the direction d relative to U as follows:
Under the homeomorphism
between M and M let E go into EdV(m).
Then define the sectional curvature
in the induced Riemann metric as the
sectional curvature for the plane E relative to the cross section U at m. Denote this by R(U, m, d, v), where d and v span E.

Theorem
4.1. Let Ui and U2 satisfy the above definition and assume that
they are tangent at m in S. Then R(Ui, m, d, v) =R(U2, m, d, v).

Proof.
R(Ul,

m, E)

= (PnanyAnfB

+ RnanB)^a^8t

R(U2, m, E) = (PnunyBn-,8 + 2?non^)XaXjS,

where Xa are the components of a unit vector, X, perpendicular
to wn. This
follows from Theorem 3.4 and the definition of sectional curvature.
Hence
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since Pnany and Rnanp depend

only on the point

tion U chosen, all we have to show is that
(m, d), Anpy = B„i31. But by definition
Wna = AnapWp,

(m, d) and not the cross sec-

when

Wna =

385

Ui and

U2 are tangent

at

BnapWp

for Ui and U2 respectively.
But the induced mappings depend only on the
tangent plane at (m, d) in S. This proves the theorem.
Definition
4.1. R(U, m, d, v) = R(F, m, d, v), where Eis the hypertangent
plane to U at (m, d), is called the sectional curvature at (m, d) and E relative

to the plane E.
Definition
4.2. Let M(U, m, d) be the mean curvature on the point
(m, d) in the direction d. Then M(U, m, d) is called the mean curvature at m
relative to the direction d.
It is clear that these definitions specialize to the usual ones in Riemannian
geometry.

Theorem 4.2. Let G be a geodesic segment which is not a relative minimum.
Then G is not a relative minimum for some cross section U.

Theorem 4.3. Let G be a geodesic and let G not be a relative minimum for
some cross section U. Then G is not a relative minimum in M.

Proof.
5 1=

[8<j)n +

Z*i

is the second variation
8 1=

4>a<t>an\o

I

J 0

(<t>an<t>an +

Pnan$<t>a<t>Pn

+

along a geodesic in Finsler geometry

[8<j>n
+ Z_, <j5a$a»Jo+

is the variation

+

Rnan8<t>a<t>p)'Wn

[l]. Now

J 2Li ($<*«<?<*»
+ Pn«nP<Pa<p'pn
+ RnanP<l>a4>p)'Wn
J 0

along G in U. Now <pan= $an if the variation

is contained

in U.

This proves the two theorems.
A Finsler manifold M is said to have positive mean curvature (sectional
curvature) greater than or equal to e2 if the mean curvature (sectional curvature) of all cross sections is greater than or equal to e2 at all points and for
all directions (all plane elements).
Since Ana» are arbitrary,
the assumption
of positive sectional curvature
is
equivalent to the assumption that the following two conditions hold at every
point and for all directions:
(a) Pijki is the zero tensor.
(b) RijkiXiY'XkYl>0,
where X and Y are perpendicular
unit vectors
relative to the direction X.

Theorem

4.4. A complete n dimensional

Finsler manifold M whose mean
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curvature is greater than or equal to e2 is compact and has diameter less than or
equal to ir/e.
Proof. Since M is complete, any two points may be connected by a geodesic, G, whose length realizes the distance between the two points. We shall
prove that if the diameter of M is greater than ir/e, then the distance between
the two points is less than the length of G. This will contradict the definition
of G. To do this, we shall show that the second variation is negative along G.
Let U be any cross section containing G. We now shall calculate the
second variation of G in U and show that it is negative.
Let Xi, • • ■ , xn be a geodesic coordinate
system in U about G. Let
(771,• • • , i7„_i) be the variation vector which is zero in all but the a place
where it is sin vs/L, where 5 is the arc length parameter of G and L equals
total length of G. Computing h2I by the usual formulas for the second variation in Riemannian
geometry [6], we have
/6

where

(ir2

<—

2?„„„a has been computed
/•h

its

in Theorem
its

rb

E

J a

cos2 — ds = I
a

irs_

COS2-Sin2

— Rnana>

)

ds

3.4. Now
TTS

sin2 — ds.
E

Thus
Sin2—(—

Now summing

-

RnanaUS.

over all a, we get
/»&

a

Assume L>tt/3.

3T.S [(« sin2—

L

IT2
1)-(n

-

1)M(U, m, en)]ds.

L2

Then ir2/L2<e2<M(U,

m, e„). Thus

Y&IM

<0.

Hence b2I(ya) <0, for at least one a. Hence G is not a relative minimum. But
by Theorem 4.3 this implies that G is not a relative minimum. This is the
desired contradiction.

Theorem
4.5. A complete n-dimensional Finsler
curvature is positive has finite fundamental group.

manifold

whose mean

If this theorem is false then the universal covering space of M, M, is
noncompact. But M and M are locally isometric and mean curvature is a local
property. Hence the assumption that the fundamental
group is not finite
leads to a contradiction of Theorem 4.4.
Consider the diagram:
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M'<-S'

*I k
M<-S

where M' is the universal covering of M; we assume it has a Finsler metric
induced by the mapping ip~l, where 5 and S' are the sphere bundles over M
and M' respectively and where the mapping \f/' is defined by

V(Vi X S"-1) = f(Vi) x s*-1
in terms of local coordinate neighborhoods
in S' and 5 respectively.
It is
then clear that S' is a covering space of 5. Further, let MCS' be a local cross
section with its induced Riemann metric. Then yp'(M') is a local cross section
over M, M' is a covering space over yp'(M') =M, and the two induced Riemann metrics on M' are identical.
Theorem
4.6. A complete orientable even dimensional
of positive sectional curvature is simply connected.

Finsler

manifold

M

Assume the theorem is false. It is a well known theorem that in every
free homotopy class of M, there exists a shortest geodesic. Since M is not simply connected there exists a nontrivial free homotopy class and hence a nontrivial shortest geodesic G.
Let G' cover G in M' with end points a and b. Then G' is a geodesic with
respect to the Finsler metric on M' and \(/(a) =yp(b).

Lemma 4.1. G' is not a relative minimum
taining it.

in any local cross section U' con-

Proof. Let a' be the initial point of G' and 5' be its end point. Let V(a')
and V(h') be the tangent spaces in U' at a' and h', respectively,
which are
perpendicular
to the geodesic G'. Since U' is a covering space of U and
\{/'(d') =\l/'(h'), we may use the covering map to induce a mapping f:V(d')
—*V(V) such that/ is orthogonal and orientation
preserving. Therefore/
is a
rotation.
Let obea normal vector to G', in U' at a'. Consider the parallel displacement of v along G'. We have

82I = j
Since R(U, m, en, v)>0

- R(U', m, e„, v)ds.

we have
52/(t7) < 0.

Hence G' is not a relative minimum.
Proof of Theorem 4.6. Let v' be the vector parallel to v at I'. Let v* =f~1(v').
Consider the map Eof V(d') onto itself defined by F(v) =v*. Since the mani-
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fold is even dimensional,
the unit sphere in the space V(a') is also even
dimensional.
Hence the mapping Fhas a fixed point. Call it Vo. Hence we get

a strip about G' which projects under fa into a closed strip in 77. But in this
closed strip the curve G can be shortened as a closed curve in the same free
homotopy class as G. From Theorem 4.3 we then see that in M there exists a
geodesic in the same free homotopy class as G which is shorter than G. This
contradicts
the definition of G and thereby proves our theorem.
A manifold M is said to have nonpositive curvature if all of its sectional
curvatures for all cross sections are less than or equal to zero.
Theorem 4.7. Let M be a complete, simply connected analytic Finsler manifold of nonpositive curvature, then it is homeomorphic to the Euclidean space of
the same dimension.
Proof. By [9] we see we may choose polar coordinates about a point
mdM. Since we have nonpositive curvature the geodesies through m contain
no points conjugate to m. Hence this coordinate system is valid all over M
and this proves the theorem.
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